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MIKE WARD’S BIG STREAM

PLATFORMS
AVAILABLE ON LEADitING
doesn’t Kornowski), a screenwriter

ICONIC
EASTENDERS:
EPISODES (BBC iPlayer)
★★★★
NINE of the all-time most
memorable episodes come
together in this box-set.
It includes Den and
Angie’s legendary twohander (1986), Phil and
Kathy’s infamous engagement do (1994), Max and
Stacey’s Christmas Day
shocker (2007) and the
Who Killed Lucy Beale?
30th anniversary special

(2015). Sadly,
include Kat and Zoe’s
“yooaintmymuvva” “yessiaaaaam” classic from
2001.
LOSING ALICE (Apple TV+
from Friday) ★★★★
THE woman at the heart
of this psychological thriller, Ayelet Zurer’s Alice, is a
48-year-old female film
director. Since raising her
family, she’s come to feel
rather irrelevant. But then
she meets Sophie (Lihi

half her age, and develops
a potentially dangerous
obsession.
STAR TREK: LOWER
DECKS (Amazon Prime
Video from Friday) ★★★
YES, it’s Star Trek, but
not as we know it. This is
a new adult animation
series, set on board the minor Starfleet vessel USS
Cerritos and centred on the
lowlier crew members in
the year 2380.

Blooming
addictive
FAIRYTALE STARTING

FATE: THE WINX SAGA (15)
(Netflix from Friday) ★★★★
TROUBLED teen Bloom is a long way
from home. But she’s not where her parents think she is.
Her parents think she’s in Switzerland,
at an educational establishment they’re
hoping will sort out her “issues”.
In truth, she’s in The
Otherworld. At fairies’
school. Because, yep,
Bloom (Abigail Cowen)
has found out she’s a fairy.
Specifically, a fire fairy.
With fairy powers she
urgently needs to get a grip
on. Fate: The Winx Saga,
all six episodes of which
arrive on Friday, is set at this mysterious
boarding school, Alfea.
Run by the enigmatic Miss Dowling
(Eve Best) – and, slightly disconcertingly, with Downton Abbey butler Thomas,
AKA Robert James-Collier, in charge of
combat training – it’s where those of
Bloom’s kind are taught to harness their

BRITBOX
LATEST
arrivals
■
on BritBox

include Made In
Chelsea season
20, Channel 4’s
Drag SOS,
a selection
of Trevor
McDonald’s
gritty crime
docs, plus all
three series (not
forgetting the
two specials)
of BBC One
sitcom Miranda.

gifts, fend off monsters and so on. That,
and to learn some self-control.
It was a tantrum a few months back
that first unleashed these powers of
hers, thanks to which she accidentally
burnt down the family home, like you
do. That’s how she twigged she was, er,
different, and persuaded her remarkably slappable parents that
something needed to be
done about this “weird
loner” they’d raised.
There’s lots about Fate:
The Winx Saga that will
feel familiar. Alongside fellow students Aisha, Musa,
Terra and super-snooty
Stella, Bloom is on a coming-of-age journey like countless others
– with friendships, falling-outs and,
once you chuck a few bloke-fairies into
the mix, the inevitable love triangle.
But there’s way more about it that’s
addictively, ridiculously weird. And it’s
about to get very dark. And gory.
You’ll hate yourself for loving it.

+ WIN ++ WIN ++ WIN +
GANGSTER comedy Dead Man Running, starring
a pre-EastEnders Danny Dyer, is now out on DVD
and download.
Also featuring Tamer Hassan, Brenda Blethyn
and Phil Davis, it’s just part of the crime thriller
bundle we’re giving away in
this week’s competition. It
also includes Villain, Bonded
By Blood 1 & 2, and The Intent
2: The Come Up.
Tell us the name of Danny
Dyer’s BBC One game show:
(A) The Word (B) The Wall (C)
The War. Email your answer
(subject: “Dyer”), plus your
name, address and number, to
dailystarcompetitions@gmail.
com by Wednesday.

